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The CHJJRMJU~ (Nigeria) : I declare open the one hundred and eightieth 
··, 

meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

Mx. Dill1ITRESCU (Romania) (translation from French): · The ~omaniEill 

delegation today wis)J.es to deal with problems relating to certain collateral 

measures submitted for our conside.ration which it considers particularly sui table 

for joint action by the members o~ this Committee, since those measures fully meet 

the principles laid down during our talks. 

The first of these principles -- and the most important -- is undoubtedly that 
. . 

a collateral measure should be capable of contributi.n~ to the achievement of general 

and complete disarmament. Secondly, we consider that it ~ould not be out bf ~l~ce, 

when attempting to decide which collateral measure might be jointly studied in 

priority, to ask ourselves which involves the least difficulty in maintaining the 

balance of power between the various parties and in control. We should like to 

add another principle: that priority should be given to proposals the solution of 

which is not contingent on the existence or organization of peace-keeping machinery 

as a prelimina_~ measure. 

In my delegation's view, several of the measures before us accord with these 

principles. They are the reduction of military budgets, the conclusion of a non-

aggression pact between the States members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

and the States parties to the Wa,rsaw Treaty, .and the establishment of denuclearized 

zones. 

The Romanian delegation has given its views on denuclearized zones on several 

·occasions, and has stressed the special importance which the Romanian Gover:n:tnent 

attaches to this problem. This attitude is reflected, inter alia, in the Romanian 

proposal that the Balkans should be converted into a zone of peace and co-operation 

between peoples, a zone free from nuclear weapons (ENDC/PV .168, p.l5). As is well 

known, the Romanian Government supports other similar proposals for establishing 

denuclearized zones in Europe and in other regions of the world. 

The socialist delegations have expressed themselves in favour of discussing 

this question; the delegations of the uncommitted States in the Committee have~ 

also indicated their interest in such negotiations. I trust that' the Western 

delegations, too, will agree to co-operate so that the Committee Call examine this 
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:problE)m. We consider that this is a :problem which is ripe for detailed analysis 

and which fUlly accords with the principles I have just mentioned. As we see it, 

the establishment of denuclearized zones would not entail any special difficulty 

in regard either to control or to the balance of :power. It also·pre:vents virtually 

no problem in regard to the establishment of special :peace-keeping machineri; 

I have followed with close attention the progress of our discussions on 

reducing military budgets., In the opinion of our delegation, our discussions have 

:plainly shown that no erguments can be given to· justify delay in solving this 

problem. The time seems to have come for concrete steps in this direction. The 
' 

reduction of military budgets is certainly not a panacea, as I have already had· 

occasion to point out. We cannot eliminate all our dif'fi·cul ties by that one step. 

We consider, _however, that, by reason both of its intrinsic value and -of the 

relative ease with which it can be carried into effect, it deserves special 

attention from this Committee. 

Furthermore, a ~eduction of military budgets ·obviously raises no :particular 

difficulties in regard either to control or to the balance of power; nor does it 

raise the question of establishing special machinery for the- maintenance of peace. 

In other words, this collateral measure too meets all the criteria I have just 

listed. 

LE)t us consider for a moment the vast resources that woUld become available . 

to mankind if the $120,000 million ~urrent ly .spent on armaments were used for the 

economic development of the nations. To obtain a clearer idea of the prospects 

which a reduction in military expenditure would open up for mankind,· and to grasp 

the full significance_and urgency of this :problem, we need only spend a few lninut€s 

in the nearby meeting rooms where the Conference on Trade and Development is taking 

place. ·r am sure that the aims of that. Conference could not fail to spur on our 

Committee. 

We have concrete :proposals before us. I am, .of course, thinking first and 

foremost of the Soviet proposal for reducing the military expenditure of States 

by 10 to 15 :per cent (EJ'iJDC/123) ·• I also have in mind the Brazilian delegation's 

proposal for the use of resources released by disarmament (ENDC/126). There is 

also the· well-intormed opinion expressed by a United Nations group of experts. in 

a report entitled Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament (E/3593/Rev .1), 
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which gives figures and concrete example.s to show that a reduction in military 

expenditure and even its elimination, far from being detrimental to the economy 

of States, co~d have only the most beneficial effects. 

The idea of reducing military budgets is held to be feasible, as shown by the 

opinion recently expressed by Mr, Roswell Gilpatrtc, former Deputy Secretary of 

'Defense in the United States Government; references to this opinion. have already 

been made in the Committee (ENDC/PV.l78, p.43). As we know, Mr. Gilpatric considec:',s 

that United States. military expenditure could be reduced by some 25 per cent by 1970. 

I need hardly say that this opinion was expressed by a man whose knowledge of United 

States. military expenditure is :Lncontestably authoritative._ I think we can asoume 

that, when Mr. Gilpatric suggested a reductio!). of some 25 p~r cent in United Statec 

militaxy expenditure by 1970, he did not have in mind any weakenir~ in the def~nce 

structure. of the United States. The United States mili~ary budget can therefore be 

reduced by 25 per cent without affecting the balance of ];lOWer, about' which thero ha.s 

been so much di,scussion. True, l"Ir. Gilpatric does not speak of an a::mua~. reduction 

of 10 to 15 per cent, which is what mo,st States present here certainly seem to be 

envisaging. Could that ._be the only reason -vrl;ly tl1e United st·ates delegation is .still 

hesitating to give its views on the proposal :for the reduction of military budgets? 

In any case, all -the necessary conditions are met -for passing .on to action elld 

for achieving the practical, _p_?.si ti ve and immediate results desired by Mr. de Castro 

and, I hope, by.all of us. That should be all the easier since successes_l).e.ve 

already begun to be recorded in this .field, 

I would remin-d t)l,e Committee in this connexion o:f_ the reductions which have 

been effected or announced by the Goller:niuents of the Soviet Union and the United 

States, and -of. the reductions which have been decided on by otp.er countries and 

reported to the_Committee during this session. I slJ_ou1d like to emphasjze that, 

as we understand it, the reduction of military budgets is not a provisional rileCJBuro ,, 

We could .not agree to reductions carri.ed out· in ._one year being_ cancelle(j. ou:~ i::y 

increased mi:l~ tary expenditure in tlf.e next yec:tr. 

WE3 _:regard th.e redu.ction of mili'tary;- budgets. as a continuous and irreversHle 

process, which, pari passu with-the executi?n"of certain disarmament measures, ·HiE 

bring us steadily closer to a situation in which we can achieve general and corn.p:t,.ete 

disarmament. That is the essent:Lal meaning of the Moscow Treaty (ENDC/100/Rev ,1)) 
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·which we all regard as the beginning. of a project to be continued· and completed. 

1 · Viewed from that ru1gle, the. reduction of military budgets appears to us to be a 
. ·, 

ne_cessary further. s_tep in the same direction. 

The Romanian delegation continues to attach great importance to the proposal 
. . 

by the socialist States which are parties to the vJarsaw Treaty for the conclusion of 

a non-aggression pe.ct between these States and the States members of NATO (ENDC/77) • 

.Arry tension betw~en these two groups: of States uliq_uestionably worsens the -political 

' climate throughout the world. 1m improvement in these relations, a datente between 

these two groups, and a strengthening of security in Europe would be bound to have a 

favotirabl~ effect on international relations throughout·the world.. The Romanian 

Government, as it has stated several times, sees in the conclusion of a non

aggression pact between the States signatories of the Warsaw Treaty and the countries 

members of NJ~O a transitional measure towards the'ultimate liq_uidation of military 

blocs, which in turn would. contribute to an improvement in the internat~onal 
"· 

situation, a strengthening of_peace throughout the world, and the promotion of 

general anq compl.ete disarmament,. 

Clearly, the power relationships between the contrac'\iing parties -- indeed, 

betw~en all other States -- would in no way be affected by the conclusion of a non

aggression pact. ·No one could rea~onabiy maintain that the military alliances 

would be ~-JeakenGd by the conclusion of such a ·pa.ct --· unless their aim is assumyd 

to be, aggressive. No }>arty would be obli;ged to reduce the number of its weapons 

or men under arms, although, as a res1,1lt of the relaxation .of tensicin that would 

follow the conclusion of such a pact, serious possibilities flf carrying mit Ct?rtain 

disarmament measures might b'e anticipate'd, 'That is pre6-isely why, moreover, the 

conclusion of a non-aggression pact would be a collateral measure of disarmament. 

II). a~d~ tion, the ex~cution of thi's measu:re would not "raise any problems of 

~ontrol.· The proposed rrieasu:re would be· ·applied without any need for verification 

or inspection either inside or Ol.J.tsl.de. the territory' of a State •. · The mera 

conclusion._of the pact would have moral, political and legal effects: the ·states 

parties to the pact would reaffirm their obligation to refrain from comrni tting 

. acts of agg~ession against one another,. with all the conse~uences which would ensue 

from such acts and which I need not describe in detail. 
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Nor is there any need to show'tho,t the· implementati'on of a non-Eiggressiori pact of 

the type proposed would not in any vJay require the ~stalilishment of machinery for the 

maintenance of peace. It is clear that, since the mere conclusion of a non-aggression _ 

pact imposes no obligation on the contracting parties to make changes in the capacity 

or structure of their defence systems, the problem of replacing the- coercive power in 

the. possession of certain States today by an international coercive power does not arise. 

On the contrary, we are faced by one problem of especial urgency and gravity: that 

of improving the international political climate, reducing t·ension in relations between 
' : .: 

East and West, and promoting mutual trust among States and peoples. I do not think 

there is any need to lqt special stress on the beneficial effects-whiQh the conclusion 

of a non-aggre.ssion pact would have in these respects. 

It seems to me useful, however, -~o emphasize the po.si ti ve significance of the 

conclusion of such a pact for the inte.rnational security of European States and, 

indeed, of other States. In our day, the right course to safeguard the security of 

States -- a question which I recently discussed at some length (ENDC/PV.l79, pp. 17,18) ~ 

is to bring about a relaxation of tension, to promote mutual trust, and to establish 

peaceful and good neighbourly relations, and peaceful co-existence. 

In conclusion, I should like to say how glad I am to see Mr.~ Nehru here again at 

the head of the Indian delegation. 

Mr. CAVALLETTI (Italy) (translation from French): First of all, I should 

like to associate myself with the Romanian representqtive in welcoming Mr. Nehru back 

to our midst. 

I listened with great interest to the statement just made by the representative.of 

Romania and shall .study it in the verbatim record. I should, however, like to r~ise 

a point now which I consider relevant. The Romanian representative_ said, if I 

under.stood him correctly, that one of the principles to be followed in drawing up 

collateral measures should be _that of .giving special attention and priority .. to· 

proposals the solution of which is not contingent on the existence or organization of 

peace-making machinery as .a_preliminary measure. I find that principle, like those 

which we have discussed in the past, fully acceptable. Moreover, I do not believe 

that any of the proposals on collateral measures put forHard by the Western delegations 

. reg_uires the preliminary or simultaneous establishment of peace-keeping machinery. · I 

shall go even further: the preliminary establisbment of peace-keeping machinery is not 

inherent in the actual concept of a collateral measure. 
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· J.viT. Dumitrescu 1s .statement is. als? ·interesting because it appears to indicate 

that in l;lis view the establisment of peace-keeping machinery would be essential for . 

o.ther, lar:ge-s,cale measUre~ ~uch as the Gro~ko proposal (ENDC/2/Rev .1/Add .1), to 

ta,ke an example chosen by myself. We share that view, and I am very happy to find 

!llYS6lf in a,greement with the· Romanian representative on thi$ 'point. 
1 • • • • 

The discussions of the last .few days seem to me particularly important by reason 

·both of the.views_expressed a.nd of the high-level representatior;-of.the member 

countr.ie~ of this Committee. Two Foreign Ministers.)> , orie fro~ a non-aligned and .. the 
' •• ·,; • .'. • ; ·.' ··: ' j 

othe'r fr~m a NATO country .l' have expressed nearly identical views on the subject of 

'this ·conferenc~:r. The Secretary of State for External Affairs~ of Canada (ENDC/PV .178,p.23) 

.and the Minister for Foreign Affa:i:cs of Brazil (ENDC/PV. i77, p .12) have both· confirmed 

the i~portance of our work and expressed their confidence that our efforts will bear 
. . 

fruit. My delegation fully shares that view, which I h~pe corresponds' to the general 

s~ntiment of this Committee regarding both general and complete disarmament and 

· collateral measures. 

The Coinmittee has embarked on a far-reachin& and· va},uable discussion of the 
'' 

le.tter subject, enabling it to examine a large number. of proposals submitted by both 

sides •. On~e We have completed this 'corn:prehensive review~ we shall have discovered 

t.he subjects or areas where we can most easily reach a,n_understanding and_where 

· detailed a:tudies should be made in order to work out agreements. 
': 

Meanwhile, new proposals have been aq~ed to those that were before us at the 

opening of ·this session. The United Stat-es delegation has· submitted a proposal for 

the destruction of a certain type of pomber (El\JDC/PV.l76, pp. 5 et se.lli.); the 

Brazilian delegation has submitted other proposals on which I·will comment briefly. 

Mr. de Araujo Castro first drew the Committee's attention to the possibility of 

'extending-the n'uclear test ban 'to certain categories of underground tests 
•. . . . ~ . . . . 

(ENDC/PV .rn, p.9). · Other representatives of non-aligned countries,· in particular.)> 
' . 

-~Ir. Barrington. of Burma, made _a similar suggestion at one of our recent meetings 

(ENDC/PV.l78.l' p.36). All those who followed our discussions last year are, of course, 

~ware of the difficulties in that pari;.icular field. It is.l' however, obvious that we 

_ . ,must_ncit .. lose -sight of the prob;J-em of banning ~derground. tests.:>; for it is still one 

of our objectives. As you know.ll the obstacles tci agreement are essentially technical' 
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and it may well be asked vlhether .!' at "this· stage of the work of the Conference.!'' a new 

objective confrontation of.the positions of both sides and a realistic examination of 

the present situation would not he usefl'll. 

JYir. de .Araujo Castro devoted particular attention. (ENDC/PV.l77 .s> pp. 10 et se,lli.) 

to the assistance 'which disarmament would make it possible to·· give to developing 

countries.- He stated the problem very correctly_.- n1aki:t;lg no reference··to certain 

pressing and essential ·requirements. The process· of genera,l and complete disarmament 

must obviously:. at a certain stage;> result in the release of considerable economic 

resources; it would be entirely natural· and in accordance with our aims to-earmark 

part of these resources for the economic and social development of.the less-privileged 

countries. No-one could take exception to that view:,.-certainly not my· own country; 

which has always been particularly sensitive to the economic and soCial problems of 

developing countries arid_, within the limits of its resources_,.· is doing everything 

possible to assist them. 

In associating niyself with the 'similar views expressed by other delegations.l' I 

should also .like to e:x-press the wish that all cotintries should follow the· example of 

tl-:tA Soviet Union and the United States and make as soon as possible such savings in' 

their military ·expenditure as are compatible with thei-r security.· This wish stems 

directly from our common desire to achieve general and 'complete disarlnarnent; ··for the 

further we advance alov.g the road to .disarmament.Jl the closer will each country 1s 

military expenditure come to zero. Thus-it is that in the Western draft treaty a 

reduction in militari expenditure finds an appropriat'e place in the process of general 

and complete disarmament (ENDC/30_, p.ll). 

The question.!' of course.!' presents itself in an entirely different light if the 

reduction of military expendi·Gcu.'e is regarded as a collateral measure to be 

implemented separately from and independently of any other disarmament measure. It 

is questionable whether that approach to the matter is valid in itselfor-would be a 

really effective means of achieving ·our objectives. · ~~e· are here to destroy armaments.!' 

to diminish and then eliminate the danger of the arms race in a concrete and tangible 

manner. The financial consequences would merely be an indirect outcome of these 

operations, not the actual purpose of our work. A reduction of military-budgets can_,. 

of course.!' serve !iS an illwninating and constructive indication and as a useful means 
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of corroborating and verifying the effective decrease in military effort. That is why 

we warmly welcome the r'eductions ·made by the Soviet' Union and the United States·. 

Bu~ in theabsence of other guarante~s)l does a reduction of military btidgets 

provide· anything more than a:n indication or supplementary evidence? 'ltJolild the 

-reduction· proposed by the Sov.iet delegation really ensure that the sitli.ation would 

bec~me .less dang'ercius from. the military point of view? Discussion of budgets' leads 

U.s int·o a highly complex subject which should be studied very carefully before an 

answer ·is given. to' s·uch question~.: In consid~ring the· strubtt.i~e and total amotmt of 

a military budget)l many ·problems arise- concerning the type of expenditure which is or 

is not included)l and concerning the value of the currency itseif. JVJ.ajor items such · 

as the police force or war pensions)l which have no connexion with the military effort)l 

are often included in military bildgets. l<'Ioreover )l the value of a nation 1 s currency 

directiy·affects·a number of items in a 'military budget~ for -instance military pay, 

.. infrastructural works)l and purchase of supplies abroad. 

The_se few examples sdffice to .show the :need to ponder the difficulties of · 

asses~ing the rei:i.l value of a reduction of military budgets. The concealment of 

military· ex-penditure raises even more complex problems. · It is quite possible)l ·for 

'instance)l for the costs of scientific research for military purposes to be included· 

in civilian ·budg.ets; a country which had ·made a small reduction in its ·total military 

budget might)l· through new ·discove.ries financed by civilian m1nis.tries, achieve a 

break-through which would put a potential enemy at its mercy. 

These are somewhat unrehearsed·and elementary argllillents; but they seem to me to 

.demonstrate adequately why a collateral measure affecting military budgets cannot be 

·~nvisaged without an·exhaustive study of the problem with particular reference to 

two points~ how to ensure that reductions of military l:>udgets genuinely relate to 

the military effort)l and how to verify that the accounting figures correspond to a 

concr'ete 'reduction in the ffi:ilitary effort. Otherwise we should merely be· encouraging 

f:i..naq.cial manipulations or evasions 'which would in no way further our purpose. In 

this problem of military budgets)l as in many others pertaining to armaments)l we cannot. 

make sweeping decisions without first undertaking the necessary work of prepa~ation 

and analysis •. Such work is absolutely essential if. we are to arrive at sound solutions. 

j 
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_The Western _delegations have never .SOLlght.)l either in respect of collate:val 

ffiB2.13LLt:'es or of general and complete disarmament_, to impose sollltions withollt this 

indispensable preparatory 1~ork. On the contrary_, they invite the Committee to make 

a thorollgh stl.ldy of all the problems which each-measure involves. This is particlllarly 

trlle of the proposals sl.lbmitted by the Western delegations. Whether it is the cl.lt-off., 

the f:~eeze of strategic delivery vehicles; or observation posts_, each of our proposals 

is submitted as a basis for study. We are willing to discuss each point in a flexible 

and understanding manner. 

·vJe were therefore glad to see that I.vir. Zemla; the representative of Czechoslovakia.>' 

devoted a large part of his statement on 26 March to the Western proposal (ENDC/120) 

for freezing strategic nuclear delivery vehicles. (ENDC/PV.l78.)l pp. 26 et seq.) 

f.'lr. Zemla is certainly very talented.Jl but all his talents would not suffice for such 

a difficult task as that of demonstrating.>' as he atte~pted.to do.)l that this freeze is 

·completely useless and even harmful or dangerous. He first objected that the United 

States freeze proposal would not lead to the destruction of delivery vehicles. That 

is self-evident? it is indicated by the very -vrord freeze. But to hear Mr. Zemla 

talk.>' one would think that the arms race will stop by itself and even that it has 

stopped already~ the various countries are, it.seems.)l no longer thinking of 

increasing the quantity or improving the quality of their strategic nuclear delivery 

vehicles. To demonstrate this.>' the representative of Czechoslovakia had recourse to 

cu-ttings from the Western Pres-s. But his choice was not very convincing.>' for he 

quoted Newsweek.>' which.>' according to this same statement by Mr. Zemla.)l spoke of 

nuclear warheads.>' of -vrhich the United States is alleged to have an ample supply .. but 

not of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles. It seems to me that there is some 

difference between warheads and-delivery vehicles. 

lVIr. Zemla then said that 11 ••• the 1 freeze 1 proposal 1vould not lead to the total 

diG continuance" of the 11further production 11 of delivery vehicles (ibid •• p.29). I 

should like to know on what Ivir. Zemla bases· that statement. Mr. Zemla w·ent on to 

claL~ that we intended to exclude Polaris missiles from the freeze. There ... again.>' 

I should like to know in which statement by a liJestern delegation he found an 

assertion to that effect. 
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Where control is concerned, ~~ •. Zemla seems to wish further clarification. 

There is no disagreement between us here.-, We ~e certainly Hilling to prov~de such 
. . ' 

clarification.. We can, of course, work out together the detailed measures which are 

strictly necessary for effective control of the freeze. But on the basis of what has 
' ' 

been sai.d by the Western delegations,· it is clearly not correct to assert,, as " 

¥~. Zemla did, that -- · 

"Certain indications in the statements of the Western delegations .... 

. make ;it clear that the ~Jest ern Powers wciuld like to carry out such· control 

measures in connexion with the proposed freeze as would make it possible 

for them practically to have a9-cess to the entire territories of other 

~tates. 11 (ibid., p.JO) 

·The 11froeze 11 measures proposed by us do indeed.entail a degree of control; Otherwise 

the 11freeze 11 might be altogether ephemeral and:illusory. The control should, however, 

be limited and not unduly irksome. 

The socialist countries' argument seems to be that any investigation without the 

elimination of armaments is inadmissible; so, since the freeze does not entail this 

eliminat~on, control is unacceptable. In my view this proposition should be 

re-examined. In reality the freeze is in itself a genuine measure of disanmament .• 

It in fact prevents the fvxther'development of weapons, which; though potential, is 

nevertheless certain and inevitable. Without a concerted freeze, without an 

agreement, there can be no hope of the arms race coming to an end byitself. It is 

therefore quite justifiable to st'ipulate that some verification measures should be 

included in a blocking agreement. 

The Eastern countries have also recognized the need for verification of a 

· bloc~ing agreement. The Gomulka plan, which is also a fr·eeze proposal, in effect 

provides for control measures. Such measures should logically also be accepted for 

a much vaster and far:-reaching freeze such as cine covering all. strategic nuclear 

delivery vehicles and all production of fissionable materials for military purposes. 
' ' ' . . . . . 

Naturally, the investigations prescribed by a freeze agreement must not be too· 

cumbersome or rigid; they should be strictly limited to those n:eceSS?I'Y to ensure ' 

that there is no increase in armamentsa They should not apply to existing weapons, 

but only to wea,pons that might be added to present stocks. 

',,I 
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. As I see it, a first overall prograrnme, which is effective and quite extensive,, 

is beginning to emerge from the preliminary comprehensive study which the Committee 

has so far made of collateral measures, and is gaining the support of most 

delegations. Such a programne would be in the nature of a preliminary phase 

preceding the three stages of general and complete disarmament, and would give a 

powerful impetus to that process. This first group of measures might comprise three 

projects, to be executed by simultaneous and parallel action or by ~ction staggered 

to meet practical and technical requirements, but in any case as rapidly as possible, 

and directed towards ~-

(1) cessation of the arms race in certain sectors; in other words, a 

quantitative and qualitative freeze of strategic nuclear delivery 

vehicles and cessation of the production of fissionable materials 

for military purposes; 

( 2) the adoption of a reverse course in the sarne sectors J in ·other words, 

the transfer to civilian use of certain quantities of military fissionable 

materials, and the balanced and controlled destruction of certain types 

of armaments, beginning with B-47 and TU-16 bombers; 

(3) steps to ensure that the cessation of the arms race in those sectors 

is accompanied by an effective reduction of military expenditure. 

This is only a bare outline of a scheme ·,,hich 'could usefully· be studied in 

greater detail. In that connexion, my delegation made the following statement on 

the subject of "freezing" and the 11cut-off 11 at the meeting of 13 February: 
11 J:vlor~over, these measures :WOUld not be without financial reperCUSSionS 

••• The blocking of certain expenditures would serve as a starting point for 

the solution of the problems with which the Brazilian representative is 

concerned. It seems to me that the clos:ing of factories producing fissionable 

material for military purposes and for the development of strategic missiles, 

the most costly plants in the world, would result in savings and would 

represent a first step towards the total blocking and gradual reduction 

of military expenditure 11 • ( ENDC/PV .166, · p .13) 
. '· 
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Affairs of' Canada rjla.de the , In .t?-ddi t1on, the S~cr~t~ry of State for ~:rlernai 

. f~-ii~:~i~g sthtement at' th~ ro~eting' of 26 JYiarch: . ' . 

.... 

..-: . - . 

11 In this connexion' I have -noted that, in' th~ view· of -the Soviet Unj_<;rn, . 
' . . ' ' . ' ' 

while' the stopping of pr~duction of strategic nuclear weapon carriers 

would immec;tiately produce significant savings in one sector _::>:f-the rirliit13.ry 

·expenditure~ of· the. greater Powers~ there is a da;ger that :the resources so . 

liberated might be used to ~ncr~~s~ th~ numbers of short--range missiles and· 

conventionalweapons •••• Perhaps -j:,his co~ld·oe prevented_by.introducing.a 

I 'verified 'system .. cif budget~ry limitations·." (ENDC/PV.l78, pp.18·,19)' 

· While fully aware of the d:i,.fficulties involved in. the study S.nd: asse~8ment of 

,_. rnilit~ry budgets to wh;i.ch I allude~ at t:he be,ginn:ing of ~Y ,staterq.en:t, I consider 

.··· .. that .it would be useful 'to have fuller informati-on on .th~ budgetary implications o;f. 
- - ' . . 

:the- abQve ,freeze. mea~ures; we· would thus obtain fre-sh proof of. their importance 

· a:tid . value.· 

I ·a.o not, of course, l·.rish to disrega'rd or underestimate ali the other collateral 

· ··' · measures on which agreement could -rapidly be achieved and which could be' included in 
• • "'· .I • •• ' • 

J this. "pre:..:p~ase II 0~' d:i:s.armament.. They must·, . in my view' certainiy inplude all' the 

,: - . ~ .concrete and tangible m~asures which it is generally agreed could reduce mut;Ual · 

.. ,~_distrust •. On 26 .Iviarch, the U~:i,ted .Ki~gdom. d~l~gation submitt~d a paper on 

•' 
1 observation posts (ENDC/130) on, w~ic-h I s.aid that I would co~eJ;J.t later. I shall 

I :r now db· so.. I regard this paper as a useful 1~orking qocument of a· general· character 
< ' ' ,: • : 

1.vh~ch :could, by commtin consent, be used to l~y down certain principles fo-p the 

1 '~_st&biishmen:t; o.f :ob~ervation posts. The idea .. of establishing ·observa~ion posts was 

. : ,..- I 
-put forward agai:q l~st.-summer by Hr. _Khrushchev·at ;the time of the-signature of_the 

. j.' 

... 

-)1Ioscqw Treaty. It is with pleasure and hope, .that we· take up that idea again now. 

... . . -: ~--Our p~o~osal forms ·part of our ef:forts to reduce mutual distrust through. 

iinproved.mutual knowledge. The two formidable dangers of.Har by ~scalcu~ation and 

.··s:Urprise attack. may stem fr~m the same causes: - ignorance and SUSplClon. The 
•• "1 • - . .. ' ' ' • . . • 

:.-:establishment· of the direct li!fe between JYfoscow and Washington (EliiDC/97) was_ a first 
' ' . i'.·' . 

step-~n a process 'aimed at ~onsolidating ·peac~ through elnninating all possible 

-~ misunderstandings and increasing. ea.ch side IS kno...:11edge of the oth'i3~ IS intentions • 
. . -, ~ 

This process ~ust be continued and develc;ped. To that end -vre submitted several other 
.- ' /\, proposals l~st yea:r ;. and suggested the exchange of. military information and, the 

# • • ' • ., 

• ~. r 

· exp?J1Sion ·of contacts between military~·circ~es .: 
I' ~~ . ·. . ' ' . I• . • 

'. 
' .. ' d •• .( 

'' ~ ... ·,-..,.. 
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: With a -view to exploring all possible avenues to an agreement_, we now propose 

the establishment of observation posts. .As I see it, these posts, the· detailed 

arrangements for which would, of- course, have to be the subject of agreement, have 

an importance of their own, independently of any other disarmament measure. They 

would serve as a nrutual pledge of sincerity, would_better safeguard the security of 

all, and would's.trengthen peace. 
. ' 

The reply given to our proposal by TYlr. Tsarapkinj the representative of the 

Soviet Union, on 26 lfJarph (ENDC/PV.178, p.53) was. of.course only his delegation's 

... f;tr::?t reaction. I trust Hr. Tsarapkin will make. a thorough study o:f the U~ ted 

Kingdom paper and, activated as he certainly is by a desire for collaboration and 

~agreement, will give us his views later on. 

I_should like to request the two co-Chairmen to hold a preliminary private 

exchange of views on the United Kingdom paper and then to report to the Coriunittee • 

. lfJr. FISHER (United State? of America):. Before beginning my mai~ 

statement I should like to associate the United States d~legation with the other. 

delegations which have spoken in welcoming TYlr. Nehru back to our table. 

When this Conference reconvened on 21 January of this year, it.received a 

f'ive-point programme of collateral measures of disarmament from the Preside~t of th~ 

United States. Of these points the President·said: 

"Each one ••• is important-to peace. No one of them is impossible of 

agreement ••• the United States is ready to conclude firm agreements 

in these areas and to consider any other reasonable· proposal." (ENDC/120, p.2) 

Since that time the United States delegation has qeen explaining in greater detail 

the nature-and practicability-of these proposals •. We have done so because we 

believe they mer-it careful and· thorough consideration. To us this process se~ms 

essential if discussions in this Conference are to be directed into the channels most 

pro~sing for further pro~ess. 

_The Soviet Union has similarly laid before this Conference a memorandum (ENDC/123) 

containing proposals for. collateral disarmament measures. ' We look forward to detailed 
... 

explanations by the Soviet delegation of its: proposals. 

I 
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'.Today I should like to take stock of the proposals .we have presented to· the 

·Conference thus far and the promise we believe they hold for·early agreement. I should 

· 'also like to. consider. certain objections thus far raised to our proposals --
/ . 

~ . . 

.
1
ebjections which we believe to be ill-founded. 

" ' /' The United Sta,tes has proposed a verified cut-off inthe production of fissionable 
.. 

materials for weapons purpos\3 and the transfer of ·substantial amounts of fissionable 

materials to non-weapons uses (ENDC/PV.l66,.pp.l6 ~~.). We have taken the lead in 

this dirE?ction by deciding unilaterally to reduce our productio~ of.U-235. (~bid., p.l9) 

Agreement on the proposal which we have made, in conjunction-with a freeze of· strategic 
' . 

delivery vehicles, could halt the nuclear arms race •. That _is an objective which I 

·believe all members of tris Conference-- including the.Soviet Union-- regard as our 

·main concern. 

However, the objection has been voiced that, since nuclear stockpiles are not 

affected, additional nuclear weapons could be produced.. I submit that that is an 

unrealistic objection. The United States proposes to begin disarmament in those areas 

where ~ction is most practical for implementation and verification under current 

circumstances and where, at the same time, such action is consistent with the Joint 

Statement of Agreed Principles (E~IDC/5). Practicability and prospect of .accomplishment 

must be our criteria, not instant perfection. 

/. 
/ 

Th~ United States has made a nv~ber of proposals to halt the spread of nuclear 

weapons to nations not now controlling them. Th~se proposals would be important 

additions to the· limited test ban treaty (ENDC/100/Rev .1). 1.J"e have proposed explorat:i,on 

of the possibilities of agreement on the application of safeguards, such as those.of the 

,International Atomic Energy Agency, to transfers of fissionable ~aterials and related 

equipment for pe~ceful purposes (E~IDC/PV.l72, pp.l4 et seg.). We have stressed the 

·importance of such a programme as a means of minimizing the possibiliti·es of the 

development of additional national nuclear weapon capabilities. As proof of our desire 

:to I!J.ake progress in this area we have set an example by offering to open to IAEA inspect:i ·_ 

the large Yankee power reactor in Rowe, :Massachusetts (ibid., p.l7). 

irle have also, as the Committee knows, · beeri discussing privately with the Soviet 

Union a proposed agreement on th~ non-dissemination of nuclear weapons based on the ~rish 

resolution (A/RES/1665 (XVI)) adopted unanimously by the sixteenth session of the United 

Nations General Assembly. In this connexion we have made it clear, here and elsewhere, 

·that the United States does not intend to 1take any action inconsistent with the Irish 

.. resolution. 
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There is general agreement; I believe, that prevention of the spread of 

nuclear weapohs to nations ~ot. now controlling them is ·an urgent matter. But an 
' ' . I 

·effort is being made _to becloud ~his issue with es'sentially political argU!)l~rits 

against the pro.jected muitilateral force. On. 26 March, the representatiVE) of the, 

Soviet Union made some observations. about the plans for a muitilateral force 

(ENDC/PV: .i78, pp. 44 ~~.). His statements appeared to convey the impression that · 

the continued execution of the plan for the multilateral force wouid create · .. 

difficulties concerning. the wide range of measures to curb the proliferation of · 

national nucl~ar forces which were set forth in President Johnson's message of 

21 January to this Conference. I hope that this interpretation of-the Soviet 

represent~tive 1 s remarks 'is not correct. There is. nothing in the plans 'for the 

multilater!'ll force that interferes .with the United States proposals to curb 

pro],iferation .• 

The multilateral force is being devised' to enable Western European members 

of the, Alliance jointly with the United States to cope with, and hence to deter, 

the wide range of .possible threats that they. face. I~ particular, it is being 

devised to provide, a responsibly-controlled deterrent in the face of a Soviet 

nuclear threat which includes hundreds of medium and intermediate range ballistic 

missiles, ·armed with nuclear warheads and aimed at the densely-populated cities 

and industrial areas of Western Europe. The multilateral force will-contribute 
' 

to meeting this threat in a waY' which avoids the creation of new national centres 

of control over nuclear weapons. ·As such, it is fully consistent ·with_the United 

States policy against proliferation of independent national nuclear forces. 

Secr~tary of S~ate Dean Rusk recently described such a force. by stating that 

it 11 ••• would enable our allies to play' a self-respecting role in nuclear deterrence 

without proliferating national nuclear forces~ 11 The agreement on the· non-dissemination 
. . ' . . . 

of nuclear weapons which we have been discussing with the Soviet Union would provide 

a_further guarantee that the multilateral force would not result in-the proliferation 

of national nuclear forces. 

We believe' that the various non-dissemination 'prop;sals we have suggested 

are as practical as· they are urgent; they are steps that we can take now. .One 

"• 

might' ask~ does the Soviet reaction mean that we cannot take any· of these vital 

:;Jteps,. because of the Soviet attitude towards the rp.ultilateral force? -- an attitud~ ·· 

which, I subrriit, is base¢l on erroneous pre.rirl.ses. I strongly hope that no such 

obstacle is being put in. th€ wa'y of progress in this area. 
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The Uni~ed States has also proposed the physical destrq.ction of an equ,al .-

number of B~47 and_TU-16 bombers. over a two-year period (ENDC/PV.l76, pp.5 et se_g,.). 

We have explained_how, in.the context of arms control and.disarmament, the physical 
. ' . . .. ·· 

'destructio~ of th,ese formtdable aircraft would be highly preferable to their.simple 

retirement. from operational service by· the unilateral action of both sides. Let 

Destruction is me summarize the reasons for this, and it can be done very simply. 
. . . . ', . 

final; the aircraft destroyed cannot be reactivated. 

be pasaed on to other countries,,now: or in the future. 

Destroy·ed aircraft cannot 

MOreover, an agreement on this 

practical .lll.easure would provide valuable experience in. carrying out an arms. . . ) 

reduction agreement with verification, howe-yer simple that v:erificat~on mi~~t be. 

But this proposai has bee~ opposed (ibid., pp. 30 et seg_.) qnthe ground that it 

is not a significant disarmament measure. We are told that we shoulSJ. destroy untold 

quantities of bombers. We ¢io not yet know whether this means all bombers, of all 

countries~ 

approach. 

but we do know that, if this is the proposal, it is.not a realist;ic 

Should we not begin now with what is practicable, instead of insisting 

on the millennium tad~? . 

Last Thursday· the United Kingdom put forward concrete suggestions (ENDC/130) 

as a basis_for discussion of a system of observation posts ~-which could do muc):l to 

ease international tension by providing reliable and timely assurance about the 

military· movements of each side. Such a suggestion, in and by· itself,. could reduce 

th~ risk of war. But this proposal met the objection (ENDC/PV.l78, pp. 53, 54) 

that it contained nothing new and that it should be. linked with other measures, each 

of .which revives old controversies and presents major political and military· 

diff,'iculties. 

Actually there is something new in the United Kingdom -paper -- the simple idea 

that observation posts should first of all be examined on their merits. One might 

ask~ cannot the Soviet Union, which advocates the linking of ~his measure with 

other measures, lay· aside its conditions long enough to explore the question of 

posts on.its merits? We are not asking for prior agreement in principle to this 

,approach; . we ask only that it be considered without conditions, so that we can all 

find out. what it is to which the Soviet Union proposes to link other measures. 
. . 

· Let me riow turn briefly to the proposal we have made to explore the. qu~stion of 

a verified freeze of strategic nuclear veh~cles. Such a freeze would be a practical 

means to bring to a halt the most costly and potentially-destrq.ctive segment of the 

~~-----'--------
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arms race-- the very area in which, as the representative_ of Poland_ pointed out 

on. 31 March, progress in the deyelopment of destructive capabi].ity has been most 

rapid (ENiiC/PV.l79, p. 6). We believe such a freeze is practicable. It could 

be realized in the near future. It would not jeopardize anyone's security; on the 
,. 

contrary, it would lay the groundwork for an improved political climate and would 

greatly· facilitate pr-ogress towards general and complete disarmament. 

But, again, we have been told that this is not disarmament and that it does 

not include all nuclear delivery vehicles. Those are the sorts of objections ,one 

could raise against almost .any proposal we could realistically hope to implement in 
' . . 

present circumstances. The proposed. freeze would not, we admit, bring the 

millennium. It takes practical account of the real world in which we live. Is 

it not, therefore, worth exploring? 

The situations I have outlined have one thing in common~ the consideration 
. . 

of the merits of concrete and important proposals is ~mpeded by insistence on_ the 

part of some delegations that there should be prior agreement to much wider more 

contentious or even wholly impractical measures or conditions. Is this Conference 

going to adopt the position that we should refrain from taking the practical, 

concrete .steps now open to us because there is disagreement on the wisdom or 
... 

practicability of taking other steps as well? 

the wisdom of doing more? 

Should we do nothing while we debate 

The measures to which I have referred are ones on which we can make a start 

now. They would, if agreed upon, be. important milestones in halting vital sectors 

o~ the arms race, in preventing the dissemination of nuclear weapons to the national 

control of States not now controlling them, in lessening the risk of war, and in 

beginning 'the actual process of arms reduction. We submit that meastires of such a 

nature deserve our urgent attention. Some are modest in scope; others are broad 

enough to tax fully our inegnuity in turning them into agreed.understandings. All . . 

of them seem to us to be worthy of study on their merits. 
I 

. I 

During the past two weeks several speakers have deplored the lack of 

accomplishment so far at this session. It is_, of course, tr:ue that we cannot yet 

point to any concrete agreement. · We have, however, the example of last y·ear to show 

that, although disarmament proposals are slow. to matur?, agreements .are pos~;lible 

with.hard work and good will. 
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t ,I ,, :'! ~ , i, _' •, I - ···-·- : ;.··- ( 

For its part., :the. Unite.d Stc:j.t~s sees no. grot!llds for pessimism.. At this s~age . 
. L .. • .·. ,., . y.. . . . . . .. • , "· . . . 

in our work this yf:3.a;r, it. is the. d~rection in which we are moving,. rather:. than tp~, 
• '1'1 • • • - •• • • ... .• • • .. \\ ... ·:. • •• 

n~ber of agree~ents, reached, by:_whicl:,l w.e sho~ld judg~-. ~ur progress.. . We .h~ve 

before us ,a,. larger; n~ber. ,of promi.sing and practiqal 'proposals than ever bet: ore o, 
. ·. ·.. . .. -. . . . ·. . . . . .. . . . ~ . . 

When agreements. ~me;rge. ~ro~ the_se proposals! as I 'Qelieve they will, they will 

conat:i;tute solid achieve!llents, not. empty· phrases. 
' ',t• ' ' I ' ' ' • • I 

.. I_ believe _we :have .. before us the pros!?ect of another. fru:l,.tful year which will .. 

m.aintEJ,in .the momentum achieved last year, If we are to realiz.e this prospeqt, 
' ' ~·. ,'• ,I~ ' • ' ' • ' :, ' 

I would -q.rge.that ~e address ourselves to the merits of the proposals bE?fo~e us. 

Let .. ius concentrate o_n those collateral measures which can. be implemented now:.... T~E? 
'• • ' I •t • • ' ' ' • ' ·~ ' _1 :: •·' • • • ...... 

United States delegation is convinced that we can.find a large ar~a of ~gree~ent, ~ll. 

· the ;v.ariqus meaE!ures now before this Committee. With good will and hard work on 

·our part, 19.64 ma;t indeed be the y·ear for which the President of the United Sta:!;tes 

hoped -- a y·ear which is one which future generations will mark --

<···. 11
.0 0 as the year the world turned for ,all time awey from the horrors 

. . ·.·•:' . . . ' ·. 

o~ ,_war: and constructed new bulwarks of peace 11 . (ENDC/12,0. p.l) 

..... 

Mr. TSARAPKIN (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (translation from 

Russian)~ I should like to associate myself with the words of welcome addressed. ~o . ' . . . ,• . 

Mr. Nehru, the representative of India, who is with.us again after a month's absence • 

. . . . The )>9viet delegation considers it necessary_ to returri brief~y to the ques~~?R

Q~ re4ucing military budgets, We note with satisfaction the increasing suppo~t .~n 
.. .... . ' ' . . ·.·· . 

the_.Go-!Ilffii~~~e for thE? Soviet Union 1 s proposal (E~'TDC/123) that agreemE3nt be r~~che9. 

on a _10 :to 1?. _per·. cent reduction of military budgets • 

. At}he. me~ting on 24 March Mr. d.e Araujo C~stro, the Minister for Foreig~- ... 

Affairs of_B;razil,. said in his intere?ting statement that this proposal 11deserve.~ 

careful consideration" (ENDC/PV .177 J. :p. 11). · He ess.entially supported the i.9-~a 

of reducing military budgets, since, :i,.n the. proposal put forward py Br.;:tZil.f..or 

incre~s~d: .~c.<:mo.r;nic ass.istance to the developi~g co1111tries. (ENDC/1.26) the ~eduction. 

of military .budgets is regarded as tlle basis. for this. assistance., as the source of. 
; • •. . ,• • '.. - •• • •.: ~ • ,I : 

the funds and. resources .re.qu~re~ for its.J·e~±-izatiop. Two days .. la,ter, on_ ;26 M~cp, 

:M'r, Paul Martin, the Secretary· of State for External A:E:f.ai_rs :of CaJJada, .,e~R7:~ss~~\ 

his conviction that "all nations would welcome a reduction of military expenditures". 

(ENDC/PV.l78, p. 18.) At the same meeting Mr. Barrington, the representative of 
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Burma, with his characteristic thoroughness, gave arguments to support the 

conclusion that, given goodwill, agreement could be reached on the reduction of 

military budgets and the verification of such reductions (~., p. 34). 
It should be noted that, as the course of the discussion indicates, it is, 

generally speaking, the Western participants in the Committee who are impeding the 

working-out ·of· an agreement on the reduction of military· budgets. This is not true 

of all of them, however, but only of the representatives of the United States and 

the United Kingdom and also, it. would seem, Italy·, to judge by the statement made 

today· by lYlr. Cavalletti, who was obviously· try·ing to substitute the problem of the 

technical s·tudy· of State budgets for the problem of a reduction in military· 

expenditure. 

Mr. Thomas, the United Kingdom representative; attempted on 26 March to avoid 

giving a direct reply· to the proposal for a reduction of military budgets, taking 

refuge behind a verbal barricade. Mr. Thomas stated~ 

11 ••• it is not enough to agree on phrases or ambiguous forms of . 

words, The world wants a solid machine, not a paper model; and 

.for that we need blueprints, no't an artist 1 s sketch 11 • (p:;NDC/PV .178, .12:.__,.§) 

When we consider his .statement closely, we cannot help feeling seriou~ doubts. Is 

this really· what Mr. Thomas wants? Does he really· want a solid machine and 

blueprints,·as he has stated? Let us look at what is happening in reality. The 

Soviet Union submitted a specific proposal, giving specific figlJ..res. We proposed 

· reducing military expenditure, . the military budgets of States, by 10 to 15 per cent. 

To use lYlr •. Thomas 1 metaphor, we submitted a blueprint and not an artistis sketch, 

We .invited all the members of the Committee, including the Western Powers, jointly· 

to consider and approve this,'l;:llueprint, thereby opening upthe way· to agreement. 

The question arises~ wh9: is declining to co.nsider the blueprint before us and then 

to carry out a reduction of military· budgets in accordance wi.th that proposal? 

The answer is obvious to everyone, including Mr. Thomas. It is the Western Powers 

the United States and thB United Kingdom. 

Mr. Thomas has assumed an impossible task in. attempting to whitewash the policy 
' . ', . . 

of the United Kingdom Government, which is increasing its military expenditure and 

speeding up the arms race. Last time he was here he told us~ 
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- 11 At present the gross defence expe~diture of the United Kingdom; 

according-to the figures we publish, is going up, while the gross 

defence expenditure of the Soviet Union, according to the figures 

·it publishes, ,cis going down u. 

The United Ki~gdom representative went on to ask the question: 
11Does that mean that the Soviet Union is halting the arms race and 

that we are urging it on? 11 (ibid., p.7) 

The an:3wer, I think, is obvious to ·everyoneg the arms race i~ being urged on by 

those who are allocating mor.e and more funds to military preparations. The fact 

stares us all in the face that this year the United Kingdom Government is feeding . 

£162 million more into the military machine than in the previous budget year. This 

is a fact. 'I' he Soviet Union, on the other hand, appropriated 600 million roubles 

less for defence in the current· than in the previous budget year. 

I would draw attention to the way in which the United Kingdom representativ_e 

·bGlieves he can obscure this fact. He does not talk about reducing milit~y· 

expenditure, but about studying ~whole series of technical questions. He.invites 

tis to go with hlm into the laboratory, obviously in order to confuse matters and to 

.turn black into white. Such .a laboratory might prodl.lce the theory that an increase 
' . . 

· in military budgets represents a reduction in military expenditure,: while a reduction 

-of military budgets represents an increase in military expenditure. This is 

exactly what Mr. Thomas was trying to tell us at the 178th meeting. 

Generally speaking, the situation in our Committee on the question of reducing 

·military budgets is absolutely plain and clear~cut. That proposal has the support 

· of ~he overwhelming majority of the Committee. It is all the easier to implement 

in that a number of States have already actu~ly started making reductions in their 

military budgets. The obstacle to agreement in the Committe.e is the position of 

the Western Powers, though not all of them. This applies not only to the United 

States but also to the United Kingdom Government, which, in defiance of world public 

opinion and in disregard of the wispes of. its own people, is still_ pursuing the 

·policy of the arms race, the policy of increasing military expenditure, of. 

intensifying military preparations. 

r would point. out to Mr. Thomas== he is not here today but I hope he will read 

this statement -~ that all this is being done contrary to the provisions of the 
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joint communique of :the three Po~ers -~ the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 

the United States of America and ~he United Kingdom ~~ published on 25 July 1963 

simultaneously _in Moscow, Washington and London •. You will remember that this 

communique .. contains the following ~tatement g. 
I 

11The heads of the three delegations agreed that the test ban 

. treaty· constituted an important firs~ step toward,s the reduction of 

intern.ational tension and the, strengthening of pea~e 7 and -they look

.. forward. to further progress in this direction".. (ENbC/101.~) 

We appeal to the 1tTestern Po\.Jers to keep in :mind. these words se~ down in the. 
" 

document signed. by their rep:resen·catives 7. we shal_l then certainly make some 

progress in our negotiations. 

During the discussion all the members of the Committee have agreed' that we 

must make persistent efforts to reach agreement on mea.,sures that would facilitate 

a slackening of the a:c·mg race ~nd make a serious contribution to the further 

relaxation of international tsns:i,on. The. memorandum of the Government of the USSR, 

vlh:.ch vJas submi~ted to this Committee on 28 January 1964 (ENDC/123), contains a 

propos-al fo:c the reduction of the total numbers of .the armed: forces of States. The 

Soviet Union Government has always been in favour of.reducing the armed forces of 
' . 

S·0ates, regardiD:g thif:! as an effective means of achieving the goal of lessening 

the danger of 1.1a.r. It is obvious to everyone that a reductior of the total numbers 

of armsd forces not only provides convincing evidence of the absence of aggressive 

_intentions on the part of· States taking this step;; but also has direct advantages 

for such States. Young p8ople in the prime of Jife return to civilian occupations, 

:civilian employment, thereby adding to the economic resources of the State~ country 

and nation. 

The Soviet Union has on several occasions made considerable reductions in its 

armed forces, including unilateral reduction~. He are profotmdly convinced that at 

the present time circtuustances are. more favourable for solving ·t~e problem of 
' ' 

reducing the t,ota.l numbers of the armed forces of States on a reciprocal basis, 

without· ~oJaiting_ for the implementation of the programme of gener~ and complete 

disarmament to begino 
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As has been stated by Mr. N.S. Khrushchev, the Chairman of the Council of 

Ministers of the Soviet Union, the Soviet Union has now proceeded to a further 

reduction in the numbers ·of its armed forces. He have already indicated that the 

Soviet Government is prepared to go still further in the direction of reducing the 

numbers of its armed forces, if the Governments of the Western Powers show willingness 

to take similar measures. It is easy to imagine row greatly it would simplify the 

Committe~ 1 s task in solving the other issues before it, including general and 

complete disarmament, if we succeeded in reaching agreement on a general reduction 

in the armed forces of states. The Soviet Union will try to contribute by every 

possible means to the working out of such an agreement. We occupy a flexible 

position and are ready either to conclude a formal agreement or to agree on a 

reduction of the total numbers of armed forces on the basis of a policy of mutual 

example. We hope that the members of the Committee will support that proposal and 

will soon state their views on the subject during our further discussion. 

As the discussion in the Committee proceeds, the drawbacks of the United States 

proposal for the destruction of some obsolete bombers (ENDC/PV.l76, pp. 5 et seq.) 

is becoming increasingly evident to the members of the Committee. In fact the 

purpose of this United States proposal is essentially to pass of the modernization 

of armed forces, the building up of their fighting strength, as a disarmament 

measure, and to cloak this modernization with the authority of the Committee, the 

authority of an international agreement on disarmament. Obsolete bombers, as 

Mr. Barrington, the representative of Burma, correctly pointed out, would be 

replaced by more modern means of delivery (ENDC/PV.l78, p.35). 

In contrast to this United States proposal there is the Soviet proposal for 

the ~limination of all bomber aircraft. The purpose, significance and value of this 

proposal consist in the fact that it completely removes one of the basic means of 

delivering nuclear weapons. It is obvious that the implementation of our proposal 

would help to strengthen peace. If bomber aircraft, one of the principal means of 

delivering nuclear weapons, were eliminated before a solution of the problem of 

general and complete disarmament was reached, the possibility of the outbreak of a 

nuclear war could be substantially curtailed even before the conclusion of an 

agreement on general and complete disarmament. This proposal by the Soviet Union is 

an effective measure of actual disarmament. .Agreement on this meas,ure would greatly 
reduce international tension and create more favourable conditions for solving the 
main problem -- that of general and complete disarmament. 
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The ~bjections voiced by the 1-Jestern ;~presentatives, in :particular by 

Mr. Fisher, are: surpris~ngfy inconEJistent.· Mr. Fisher told us here that he sees 

a difficult problem i~ distinguishing between bombers and transport aircraft 

(ENDC/PV .176; p;7). -.We c~nsid~~- this argument· to b~. artificial and far-fetched. 
' . ' . . . 

No ~uch difficulties_ would _in fact arise i~ irpplementing the Sqviet proposal; · 

specialist's and e-\ren ~on~specialists .. fi~.d no pa~ticUJ.ar difficul.ty. iii distinguishing 

_between sheep and goats. ·Ip general,· the United States approach to the choice of 

.disarmament measures and the United States concept of balance involye a double 

standard •. 

Any Soviet prqposal -aimed at reducing the threat of a ne1..r war, at lessening 

international tension, at·a spe~dy·and just agreement on general and complete 

disarmament, is rejected bythe Western Powers on-the ground that it allegedly 
,' I' • . 

l. 

. upsets the balance between the forces· o'f East and West. Nuclear weapons and 

delivery vehicles cannot be_reduced, so they sayj because the remaining conventional 

armaments would be unbalanced. On ··the other hand, . there can be no reduction in the 
. . 

strength of. armed forces because .this would upset the structure of the armed forces. 
- ' . 

Military· bases c'annot •pe destroyed because this would d:i,sturb the correlation of 

forces between East and West; and_;. for the same so=called ·reason, foreign troops 

cannot be vlit~drawn from ~.h~ territories of ot·her countries, etcetera, 9.tcetera. 

They substitute f6r all this measures .which, as i·s evident from the statements 
. . 

made by the Western ·representatives themselves, 'would in fact disturb the correlation 
' t ' ~ • 

of forces, bvt to the advantage of the· West.- It i's -obvious that such an approach . 
J ', ' 

to the ma~ntenance of balance is. incompatible with disarmament, whatever metaphors 

about 11balloons 11· or motor-cars-It may be used to reinforce i-t;,. This is not 
I • ~ • • 

disarmament~ 'but juggling with the word 11 disarmam~nt 11 • 

I should like to return to the United states proposal for the destruction of 
' ' · B-47 bombers. __ A question arises in connexion with. this proposal~ why the 

. . . ' 

representative of the. United States is trying .to institute a discussion on the. 
' ' . l . '! . -

subject. It is after al.l' common ~owledge that the United States B-47 bomber is-

an obsolete ty:pe, no longer corresponding to present:needs_, and that the United States. 
0 

• ~ I I , 
0 

.. : 

Government long ago t9ok the decision to withdraw it from service. In fact, as is -

clear from an announcement made by the Defense Department of the United States on 

8 November i963, the United States has beeri gradually withdrawing this aircraft 

from service since 1959, -and only half the. original number now remain. 
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All this is natural and understandable. _ The B-47 has had many predecessors, 

· and all of them, as and when they· 'have become obsolete, have :been withdraW1l, . 

destroyed and replaced by new and better aircraft without arousing special.interest, 

as a matter of routine action. by the Pentago_n. But for some reason the United 

states attitude to the remaining half of the B-47 boml::ers has changed. A special 

preference i·s b.eing accorded to these remaining B-47 aircraft, a preference which, 
·.. ' 

in our opinion, is completely· unwarranted. 

It is obvious to everyone that the United States side has made its proposal 

for the destruction of the obsolete B=47 aircraft, not for the purpose of 

disarm~ent, but for the purpose of accelerating there-equipment of its air force 

by introducing technically.-superi~r machines and int~nsifying the armaments 
. - -

race still further. Three months . ago Ge-neral Limey, the Chief. of staff of th~ 
. . . 

United States Air Force, said in Los Angel~s on 17 December 1963 that aero-cosmic 

machines should be and are effective weapons of nationai policy over the whole 

spectrum' of hostile activities from cold war to total nuclear war. At one end of 

the spectrum these machines may simply· be transport machines, but at the other end 

.. of Uie spectrum aero-cosmic systems of weapons ar·e a means of waging nuclear war. 

As y·ou see,: the range of use and developmE!nt of so-called aero-cosmic equipment 

in the 'United States is very wide. We know that' the United States has developed 

and is bringing into. service· new ty·pes of aircraft -- 'the A-:-11, the F-llla l:?omber 

. and the prototype TFX. There is a ten- year programrrre called 11Forecast 11 arid a 

programme called 11Proj ect Lamp"·. . The most advanced aircraft. are being d'eve.loped' 

,including both those' fly·ing at high speeds and low altitudes and, those flying at 

low speeds 'but ·with a very long range, as well as many other ·.aircraft and complete 

systems which leave far behind not only such an "antique" as the B-47, but many 

other types as well. 

In the course· of the-discussion some representatives pointed out that it would 

, be. diffi.Cult for'·dotintries ~hich do not possess a wide range of miiitary equipment 
- .. 

to agree to c;lestr6Y their bomber aircraft at once, without further delay. we·:.· · 

consider that ~ur propo·sal for the elimination of bomber aircraft naturallY applies 
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to all.States. It is possible, however; to find-a flexible formula under which we 

-might agree, for instance·, that··the: Great Powers/ which possess the most powerful. 

armed forces anci armaments, should be the first to proceed to the implementation 

of the proposal for ·the eli,mination of bomber aircr:aft. / We believe .that this 
. ' 

difficulty can be overcome in this ~ay~ 

At our last meeting weeealt Withthe.qu~stionof observation posts, and today 

I should like to make· a fe.v furth~r remarks on ·this subject, . The Soviet Union 

considers that,· witho1.1t the simultaneous withdrawal of nuclear weapons from the 

. most, explosive area -- the territory of ·the tv.ro Qerman·states --_and without 
. ' ·;' 

· the reduction of the numbE?r of foreign troops on territories of European States~ 

·the establishment of observation po~ts wo'uld not ·.-solve the proplem of prev~nting 

a surprise attack. Without the measure,s I have Inentioned, · the work ·of such 

observation posts would essentially amount' to legalized espionage,' which could 

only increase mistrust and suspicion, exacerbate the ep_sting situation, and 
. ' 

even help to bring about a military clash. 

1'It is· po:i,ntless ,for: M,r. Fisher to try to give the 'impression that 11 ,.. both 

sides have suggested that such a system of observation posts would reduce the 

risk of war11 (:E:I'ifDC/PV .178, ~ p~37) •. :We, I repeat-, have never subscribed to this 

view and ·do not subs.cribe to it now. The arguments to which the United States and· 

United Kingdom repr~sentayives have resorted :i,.n ·order to justify. the establishment 
' I . ' ' I 

of observation posts in isolation from e~fective measures to reduce the danger of 
I 

war are strikingl;y .:Unsonvincing and inconsistent. It , is .characterist:j.c, however, 
' . that in his final staterrierit, Mr<" · Thomas was forced to admit that these observation 

posts would qo iittle go,od in themselves. 

··.said: 

At the meet~ng on 26 March Mr. Thoma,s 

"It would, of course, be going altogether too· far to sugge,st that even 

the most far-reachirl.g sys~em of obs-ervation posts ,c~uld of. itself prevent 

war if anyone were so mad as·deliberatel;y:~to ·embark upon i~ 11 • (ibid., p..ll) 

~ve see· in this. remark by lVIr. Thomas an admission that the observation posts 

in 'thems.elves. 'would not save us f ram war .or from surprise attack, What has t,o be 
. - ' l • • 

done to· make the cibservatio:p. po~tf? _re_ally useful? The military situation must be 
. ' 

eased a~d the madmen mentioned by Mr. Thomas must be deprived of the means of starting 
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a war. This is the, purpose of our-proposal that, simultaneously with the 
. . 

establishment of observation posts, nuclear weapons should be withdrawn f:.~om the 

territory of both German States, the Federal Republic of Germany and the German 

Democrqtic Rep1blic, and foreign military forces at present stationed in European 

States should be r.educed. This is the right course, the one which the 

Eighteen-Nation Comnuttee should follow. 

I should like to say a few words in com1exion with today's statement by 

Mr. Fisher, the United State3 representative, on the question of the non-. 

di-ssemination of nuclear weapons. It is quite clear from this statement that 

tne United States prefers a nuclear alliance with the ~vest German Bundeswehr to ' . . 

an agreement on the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons. This is, of course, 

regrettable, since such an attitude on the part of the United States runs counter 

to the idea of the non-dissemination of nuclearwedpons. It is in'compatible with 

that idea and 'is, I need hardly say, an obstacle to the conclusion of an agreement 

on the non-dissemination of nuclear weapons, 

The CHAIRlVJAN (Nigeria): On behalf of the Comnittee I should like to 

· ~xtend a hearty welcome to IVlr. Nehru of India, who has returned to our midst. 

I ~hould also like to wish bon voyage to Mr. Barrington· of Burma, who is leaving 

us to take over one of his numerous posts, 

U'Sain Bwa, who will replace Mr. Barrington. 

I should like to welcome in advance 

·· The Conference decided to issue· the· following communique: 

·"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament today 

held its 180th plenary ~eeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the 

Chair.manship-of Mr. L.C.N, Obi, representative of Nigeria, 
.. 

"Statements were made by the representatives of Romania; Italy, the 

United States and the Soviet Union. 

···.'.'The next meeting of the Conference· will be held on Tuesday, 7 April i964, 

at 10.30 a..m. 11 

The meeting rose at 12 .. 15 p.m,.' 


